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What is evidence-based thinking?
International and non-governmental organizations in Geneva are increasingly coordinating on
the 2030 UN Agenda for Sustainable Development. This agenda features seventeen goals
that are global in scope and highly interconnected. Such complexity allows different actors to draw different technical and moral interpretations about what impact looks like and
how best to pursue it, reinforcing their ambiguity (Zohlnhöfer and Rüb, 2016).

sidered as motivated reasoning or, in some instances, a political instrumentalisation of knowledge. Instead, evidence-based thinking is a sincere attempt to update beliefs based on the evolution of knowledge (Wuppuluri and Doria, 2018).
It is, in many ways, the art of trying to understand
reality to make better decisions.
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Actors from the International Geneva environment, and other communities aiming to implement the Sustainable Development Goals, need
an approach that helps to filter information, grasp
Figure 1: Evidence-based Thinking
complexity, and make decisions despite uncertainty (Le Blanc, 2015; Stafford-Smith et al., Figure 1 illustrates the case for evidence-based
2017) - this is the purpose of evidence-based thinking. For instance, people have different
thinking.
opinions on whether climate change is humaninduced. One can think it is wrong, partly corEvidence-based thinking is the cognitive comrect or correct with a myriad of micro-positions
ponent of evidence-based policy. It is fundain-between. Applied to this question, the idea of
mentally concerned with individuals and their beevidence-based thinking is twofold.
liefs. Building upon Korzybski (1933), Wuppuluri
and colleagues (2018) have given what we have
found to be one of the best analogies. Individu1. We need to inform our position on climate
als have a map (a set of beliefs) of the territory
change with the current state of knowl(the reality). Evidence-based thinking is the proedge: if a knowledge synthesis shows that
cess of aligning our map to the current state of
climate change is only correlated with huknowledge about reality (see Fig. 1) by collecting
man activity, then we should think that the
evidence with recognized methods, updating our
claim is partly correct. We are not sure,
map, and sharing it with others to create a combut we know enough to position ourselves
mon understanding of the territory so that we and
beyond the ‘we do not know’.
others are better equipped to make decisions un2. If new evidence synthesis shows that
der uncertainty. A certain degree of uncertainty
human activity seems to cause climate
will always remain, since crafting perfect maps is
change, then we should update our pobeyond reach.
sition accordingly and be more convinced
that the claim is correct. As such, the
Importantly, the use of evidence to only jusstraight line in the diagram represents the
tify pre-established beliefs does not fall under
ideal beliefs.
evidence-based thinking, but should only be con‘I think it is
wrong’
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ing choices (Kahneman and Tversky, 2013; Simon, 2013). For instance, we value information
that confirms what we already believe over evidence that requires us to update our internal map
(Johnson-Laird, 2010). We also often seek satisfaction over optimization (Hertwig and Pedersen,
2016), including preferring to maintain what we
While normatively powerful, evidence-based believe we already have in hand over accepting
thinking must be understood as nuanced and new risks.
cannot be pursued as an idealistic endeavour
Such heuristics can lead to us prioritizing certain
only.
issues that do not address the reality of the problem at hand unless we create the opportunity to
check and update beliefs if needed. We know
Challenges
policy actors tend to give more attention to policy
problems and solutions that are debated in their
First, the relationship between evidence and policy networks, including public fora, regardless
decision-making can never be assumed to be of the evidence (Cairney, 2016). As one exama straightforward one because of the fact that ple, the promise of social impact investment as a
these connections are formed and operate in a means to finance sustainable development has
social world (Jasanoff, 2004). Empirical schol- captivated sustainability policy actors in 2019,
arship in this field has identified a catalogue of though the means for evaluating such outcomes
barriers to evidence-based thinking in real-world is still in development and not yet widespread in
applications.
practice (OECD, 2019).
Consequently, positions on the left of the diagram
deny knowledge, while those on the right draw
superstitions about reality. In short, evidencebased thinking prevents black-and-white thinking, allows openness to new information, and ensures rigour in the formation of our beliefs.

Most frequently reported are structural concerns such as the availability and access to research; clarity, relevance and reliability of evidence (van der Hel and Biermann, 2017); differences in timing and objectives between policymaking and the scientific process; policy actors’
research skills; and cost (Oliver et al., 2014).
Moreover, scientific evidence may be instrumentalised by policy actors or vested interests to
achieve their goals instead of being used to make
more accurate judgements (Head and Alford,
2015; Littoz-Monnet, 2017).
Secondly, on the cognitive level, our brains did
not evolve to make complex decisions with farreaching consequences over different populations, spatial scales or time. Instead, we tend to
rely on fast and frugal approaches to problemsolving when processing information and mak-
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Thirdly, there are also other considerations and
larger critiques about the production of evidence.
Ultimately, there are different ways to generate
evidence, all of which are criticised to some extent.
Ex-ante and ex-post evaluations, synthesis, explanatory and exploratory research open the
door to numerous methods. In principle, their selection depends on variables such as the availability of data, method feasibility, or the analysts’
and decision-makers’ capacities and motivation.
Evidence-based thinking is not solely about selecting recognized methods. Instead, it is about
making pragmatic choices on desired knowledge
and method for a given situation that may involve contested values and competing interests
and other concerns of bias in evidence production (Parkhurst, 2016).
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Moreover, evidence-based thinking methods are
often applied with linear thinking, which directly
clashes with the idea of trying to understand
a complex, nonlinear world (Ansell and Geyer,
2017) and policymaking as an iterative process
that continuously evolves and adapts within this
uncertain terrain (Haasnoot et al., 2013). One
timely example is randomised controlled trials,
known commonly as RCTs. Once considered
one of the ‘gold standard’ methods for evidencebased policy, the belief in their prevalence has
been criticised for overlooking the need for customised evaluation on a case-by-case basis
(Deaton and Cartwright, 2018).

Strategies
In all, we suggest evidence-based thinking needs
pragmatic strategies that recognize the confluence of forces that make evidence-based thinking difficult to apply in practice. There are five
that we can recommend to professionals working in International Geneva and beyond who are
charged with generating evidence-based policy.

expected value of new evidence in any process.
2. Be explicit about the other factors that
are being weighed up alongside evidence in
decision-making processes.
In other words, whatever actions evidence recommends as appropriate and technically feasible must also be implementable (fit with bureaucracy), and politically acceptable (fit with values) (Dunn and Laing, 2017). Power dynamics
abound in how knowledge is both produced and
used for policy and other decisions and so cannot
be ignored (Avelino, 2017; Förster et al., 2017;
Cleaver and Whaley, 2018).
3. Keep an open mind as to who can provide,
assess and validate evidence and review your
toolbox of methods and your scientific partners on a case by case basis.

‘Science’ or ‘researcher’ labels do not provide
a free pass on defining, producing or validating
knowledge. In contrast, the quality of knowledge
must be assessed based on explicit criteria and
not on its source. Different experiences and perspectives matter. Who gets to provide evidence,
and who’s evidence counts is important to un1. Establish processes to prioritize instances
derstand and communicate transparently (Boaz
when and how evidence-based thinking will
et al., 2015).
be useful for making decisions under uncertainty and time constraints (Gigerenzer and 4. Couple evidence-based thinking with the
Gaissmaier, 2011).
concept of policy entrepreneurship (Mintrom
Decision-makers cannot be expected and do not
need to engage in deeply researched processes
in all circumstances. Instead, decision-makers
must intelligently decide when and how to engage in rich evidence-based thinking and when
to rely on existing knowledge, theirs and others, and their proven heuristics. Evidence-based
thinking can be a slow and costly process to be
undertaken when there is an agreed need to test
and update assumptions. It also can pay-off to
be clear about the assumptions made about the
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and Norman, 2009; Cairney, 2018).
‘Policy entrepreneurs’ distinguish themselves
through their willingness and skills to deliberately
foster policy change. To act as such, proponents
of evidence-based thinking must both navigate
and shape policy networks. They shall concentrate on defining problems by telling stories that
appeal to others’ beliefs and emotions. They
shall build tight-knit teams that bring together
complementary skill sets and networks that allow them to create technically and politically fea3
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sible solutions. In fine, they shall lead by example through demonstrating that change is possible and being ready to adapt and update their individual maps of the territory as they learn. Never
forget that the goal is not to produce evidence per
se, but to improve outcomes and understand why
they have improved. Let this define the boundary
of the evidence-based thinking activity.
5. Build a theory of change which answers
three questions, with all the above elements
in mind: 1) what evidence and why? 2) how
and with whom? and 3) for whom and for
what purpose?
Sustainability professionals who care about connecting science, policy and practice sensibly
must recognize that our maps will never represent the territory. Instead, we must align our
maps on the state of knowledge and be ready
to update them. One way to do this in practice is to be explicit about assumptions underpinning evidence-based thinking activities and be
ready to actively challenge these as we implement (Shapiro, 2006; Stein and Valters, 2012).
Twenty years of Theory of Change applications
have evolved technical tools for programme planning, communication and evaluation and set processes for facilitating adaptive management in
projects; but it essentially remains a method for
articulating “a theory of how and why an initiative works” (Weiss and others, 1995). This is
one of the most important open questions for
the professionals we have talked to in International Geneva. They are concerned about the
disconnect between outcome assessment and
evidence-based thinking, including the fact that
existing programme data is currently unused to
evaluate impact.
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A way forward
Acknowledging both the value of evidence-based
thinking and its barriers leads us to the following
conclusion. There is a missing piece of evidence
on how evidence is actually used in International Geneva Agenda 2030 activities. There is
a lot of information to learn from in programmes,
projects and in Geneva-based professionals’ experience. But, due to some of the barriers we
have mentioned previously, it often goes undocumented and unanalysed, therefore missing opportunities to better track impact and ground policies on evidence. This tells us there is perhaps
scope for a new form of evidence-based thinking
in our community- a different form of monitoring,
evaluation and learning in International Organisations to what is required for donor reporting.
We need to instal and reinforce a regular practice of making sense of how decisions are actually arrived at and made, and cultivate an openness to update them as a reaction to additional
knowledge.

About the Geneva Science-Policy
Interface
Backed by ETH, EPFL, IHEID, LERU, UZH,
UNIGE and CERN, the Geneva Science-Policy
Interface (GSPI) is an independent, neutral platform that strives to enhance scientific engagement with global governance actors within the
Geneva ecosystem, aiming to facilitate the emergence of effective policy and strategic solutions
to complex problems. The GSPI works at the intersection of science and policy, leveraging the
synergy between actors of international Geneva
and an extensive network of researchers to promote the development of effective practices.
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